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Abstract
We study Kock{Zoberlein doctrines that satisfy a certain bicomma object condition. Such
KZ-doctrines we call admissible. Our investigation is mainly motivated by the example of the
symmetric monad on toposes. For an admissible KZ-doctrine, we characterize its algebras in
terms of cocompleteness, and we describe its Kleisi 2-category by means of its bibrations. We
obtain in terms of bibrations a \comprehensive" factorization of 1-cells (and 2-cells). Then we
investigate admissibility when the KZ-doctrine is stable under change of base, thus obtaining
a characterization of the algebras as linear objects, and the classication of discrete brations.
Known facts about the symmetric monad are revisited, such as the Waelbroeck theorems. We
obtain new results for complete spreads in topos theory. Finally, we apply the theory to the
similar examples of the lower power locale and the bagdomain constructions. There is in domain
theory an example of a dierent kind. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 18B25; 18C15; 54B30; 18A32
0. Introduction
Our previous work on the symmetric monad [5, 6] has led us to an investigation
of KZ-doctrines [12, 21] in a formal context. In this paper, we identify and clarify
the contribution of the theory of KZ-doctrines to our previous work. Specically, we
study KZ-doctrines that satisfy a certain bicomma object condition. We shall call such
KZ-doctrines admissible.
Two features of the symmetric monad that we are able to capture in the context
of admissible KZ-doctrines are rst, that the algebras are characterized as cocomplete
objects (in the sense that they admit left extensions along essential geometric mor-
phisms), and second, that the symmetric monad classies complete spreads. For the
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second aspect, we introduce a notion of bibration for a KZ-doctrine. Bibrations
include discrete brations, which for the symmetric monad are the complete spreads.
A \comprehensive" factorization of a 1-cell is available in this context. For a geometric
morphism, this is its factorization into a pure and dense one followed by a complete
spread [5].
A third aspect of the symmetric monad construction that we capture is its stability
under change of base topos (by bipullback). That property, combined with admissibility,
underlies the characterization of its algebras as \linear" objects [6], a theorem that we
can obtain in our formal context.
Our main motivating example, and for which we provide a detailed exposition, is that
of the symmetric monad. We revisit known results concerning it, and we also obtain
new theorems about complete spreads. Other examples of admissible KZ-doctrines that
we describe are the lower power locale [4, 20], the lower bagdomain [10, 5], and
the probability distribution classier [5]. An example of a dierent nature appears in
domain theory [8].
We end by discussing a \single universe" in which \functions" (discrete opbrations)
and \distributions" (discrete brations) coexist. It is constructed by glueing along the
density functor, a construction that we show can be equivalently described as a cate-
gory of twisted morphisms between bibrations. Further exploration of suitable single
universes will be presented elsewhere.
1. Admissible KZ-doctrines and cocompletion
Cocompletion processes are formalized in the theory of KZ-doctrines [12, 21], which
in turn is part of the theory of two-dimensional monads. For example, the free addition
of ltered colimits to a category, its Ind-completion [1], is a KZ-doctrine. However,
there are other KZ-doctrines, such as the symmetric monad [3, 6], that are not obviously
of the cocompletion type. Our main goal in this section is to nd conditions on a KZ-
doctrine so that its Eilenberg{Moore algebras are characterized as cocomplete objects
(Theorem 1.13). We will later use that result in the characterization of the algebras as
linear objects (Theorem 3.12).
Street [19] has studied cocompleteness as a generalized sheaf condition. By de-
nition, an object is cocomplete (is a \sheaf") if it admits pointwise left extensions
along 1-cells from a given class (the \dense" morphisms). If that class is small, then
the forgetful functor from cocomplete objects is KZ-doctrinal, so that every object has
a cocompletion. Our previous investigations [5, 6] place us on the other side of the
question. Starting with a KZ-doctrine, we identify a naturally associated class of 1-cells
with respect to which we dene cocompleteness. Then the algebras for an admissible
KZ-doctrine (Denition 1.11) coincide with the cocomplete objects.
Throughout, K shall denote an arbitrary 2-category, and (M; ; ) shall denote a
KZ-doctrine in K. We denote its 2-category of Eilenberg{Moore algebras by KM .
The forgetful 2-functor KM !K is locally fully faithful.
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In connection with the Ind-completion, there is the notion of a functor F for which
Ind F has a right adjoint (F is said to admit an Ind-adjoint [1]). We make the following
denition. Our choice of terminology conforms with [19] where a 1-cell is \admissible"
if it satises a certain size condition. When K is locally posetal, Vickers [20] uses
the term \semi-upper" for this concept.
Denition 1.1. A 1-cell ’ in K will be called admissible ( for M) if M’ has a right
adjoint. If ’ is admissible, we denote the right adjoint of M’ by ’.
Remark 1.2. The class of admissible 1-cells is closed under composition. It includes
all 1-cells with right adjoints. Kock [12] has shown that for an object E, we have
ME a E(a ME), so that the units E E−!ME are admissible (with E = E).
Proposition 1.3. Let ’ be admissible. Then ’ is an M -homomorphism.
Proof. Apply M to
E
E−−−−−! ME
’
?????y
?????y
M’
F −−−−−!
F
MF
and then consider right adjoints.
We will denote precomposition with a 1-cell E
 −!F by  ]. For a given object
K 2K, we have
 ] :K(F; K)!K(E; K);  ]q= q   :
Denition 1.4. The left adjoint of  ], if it exists, we denote by  . We refer to  
as left extension along  .
We have the following characterization of admissible 1-cells in terms of algebras
and homomorphisms.
Proposition 1.5. A 1-cell E
’−!F is admissible i every M -algebra admits; and every
M -homomorphism preserves; left extensions along ’. In that case; for a diagram
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in which ’ is admissible and (A; ) is an M -algebra; the left extension ’p is given
as
F F−!MF ’−!ME Mp−!MA −!A:
The right adjoint ’ is retrieved as E M (’E).
Proof. Assume that ’ is admissible, and let (A; ) denote an arbitrary M -algebra. The
structure  is a reection left adjoint to A. We have the following natural bijections:
p) q  ’
A  p) A  q  ’
Mp  E )M (q  ’)  E
Mp)M (q  ’)
Mp  ’)Mq
Mp  ’  F )Mq  F ; by Proposition1:3
Mp  ’  F ) A  q
 Mp  ’  F ) q
Note: Here we have used that ME is a free M -algebra (and also that MF is one) so that
for an algebra B, there is an equivalence, given by precomposition with E , between the
categories K(E; B) and KM (ME; B) (Remark 1.7(2)). That homomorphisms preserve
left extensions is similarly established.
For the converse, by hypothesis there is the left extension ’E :F −!ME, since
ME is an algebra. Let Z denote an arbitrary algebra. We have the following bijections,
natural in the homomorphisms ME h−! Z and MF z−! Z :
h  E M (’E)) z
h  E M (’E)  F ) z  F
h  E  ME  ’E ) z  F
h  ’E ) z  F
’(h  E)) z  F
h  E ) z  F  ’
h  E ) z M’  E
h) z M’
The forgetful 2-functor to K is locally fully faithful, so that M’a E  M (’E) as
homomorphisms. But then the adjointness must hold as 1-cells.
We learned the following from Anders Kock.
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Corollary 1.6. Let E be an object of K; and let (A; ) denote an M -algebra. Then
a homomorphism ME h−!A is the left extension of its restriction to E. (Explicitly,
this means that precomposition with E gives a bijection
h) q
h  E ) q  E
of 2-cells. The 1-cell q is not required to be a homomorphism.)
Proof. By Proposition 1.5, the left extension of h  E along E is given by
E (h  E)=  M (h  E)  E  ME =  M (h  E)= h  E M (E)= h:
Remark 1.7. (1) A special case of Corollary 1.6 is that for an object E, the left
extension of E along itself is the identity 1-cell on ME. This says that E is dense in
the sense of [13]. Another special case of Corollary 1.6 is that if (A; ) is an M -algebra,
then  is the left extension of 1A along A. Note that  is also the right extension of
1A along A.
(2) For an algebra (B; ) and a 1-cell E k−!B, the left extension Ek =  Mk is
a homomorphism, so that left extension is the pseudo-inverse of the equivalence of
K(E; B) with KM (ME; B) given by composition with E .
Recall [17, 19] that in a diagram
in a 2-category, h is (more precisely, the 2-cell exhibits h as) the pointwise left ex-
tension of k along x if for every D
y−!C, h  y is the left extension of k  q along p,
where
E
p−−−−−! D
q
?????y )
?????y
y
B −−−−−!
x
C
is a bicomma object. Here we have assumed that such bicomma objects exist.
In what follows we shall assume the existence in K of bicomma objects x +y for
which the 1-cell x is admissible.
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Denition 1.8. An object of K will be said to be cocomplete ( for M) if it admits
pointwise left extensions along every admissible 1-cell. A 1-cell will be said to be
cocontinuous if it preserves pointwise left extension along admissible 1-cells.
Proposition 1.9. A left extension into a cocomplete object along an admissible 1-cell
is pointwise. A 1-cell between cocomplete objects is cocontinuous i it preserves left
extensions along admissible 1-cells.
Proof. A pointwise left extension is a left extension (when bicomma objects exist).
To see that, observe that in the following bicomma object, q has a left adjoint l such
that p  l=f (see [17] or [6, 6.2]).
E
p−−−−−!D
q
?????y )
?????y
1
C −−−−−!
f
D
Thus, a left extension into a cocomplete object must coincide with the existing point-
wise left extension.
Proposition 1.10. Assume that for bicomma objects
A
p−−−−−! B
q
?????y )
?????y
g
C −−−−−!
f
D
in which f is admissible; also p is admissible. Then we have the following.
(1) An object in K is cocomplete i for every admissible 1-cell f; the precompo-
sition functor f] for the given object has a left adjoint f; and for a bicomma object
as above; the canonical natural transformation
p  q]) g]  f (1)
is an isomorphism.
(2) If free M-algebras are cocomplete; then the canonical 2-cell
Mq  p) f Mg
is an isomorphism.
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Proof. (1) Let X denote an arbitrary object in K. Assume that the left adjoints f
(for X ) exist for admissible f, and that (1) is an isomorphism. Then for a 1-cell
C h−!X , the left extension fh is pointwise, so that X is cocomplete.
Conversely, assume that X is cocomplete. The ’s exist because pointwise left exten-
sions are left extensions (see the proof of Proposition 1.9). The denition of pointwise
left extensions gives that (1) is an isomorphism.
(2) Since we are assuming that free algebras are cocomplete, the left extension fC
for the free algebra MC must be pointwise (Proposition 1.9). By the cocompleteness
of MC, and by (1), we have (see also Proposition 1.5)
Mq  p  B=p(C  q)=pq](C)= g]f(C)= f  D  g= f Mg  B:
Since MB is free (and by Proposition 1.3), we have Mq  p= f Mg.
Our aim is to characterize M -algebras as cocomplete objects. In view of Proposi-
tion 1.10, we introduce the following.
Denition 1.11. An admissible KZ-doctrine is a KZ-doctrine (in K) for which the
following bicomma object condition holds:
The 2-category K has bicomma objects f + g of diagrams
B
?????y
g
C−−−−−!
f
D
in which f is admissible, for such a bicomma object
A
p−−−−−! B
q
?????y )
?????y
g
C −−−−−!
f
D
the 1-cell p is admissible, and the canonical 2-cell
Mq  p) f Mg (2)
is an isomorphism.
Remark 1.12. Henceforth, we shall assume that a KZ-doctrine (M; ; ) is locally fully
faithful in the sense that the 2-functor M is locally fully faithful, i.e., in the sense that
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every functor ME;F :K(E; F)!K(ME;MF) is fully faithful. It follows easily that a
KZ-doctrine is locally fully faithful i every unit E is a fully faithful 1-cell (meaning
that composition with E is fully faithful). We shall not mention this property explicitly,
except to occassionally indicate where it specially applies.
We now present the main result of this section.
Theorem 1.13. Let (M; ; ) be an admissible KZ-doctrine in a 2-category K. Then
M-algebras are cocomplete; and M-homomorphisms are cocontinuous. Conversely; co-
complete objects are M-algebras; and cocontinuous 1-cells between cocomplete objects
are M-homomorphisms (this uses locally fully faithful).
Proof. By Proposition 1.5, the precomposition functors for algebras have left adjoints.
The isomorphism (1) follows from the isomorphism (2) and Proposition 1.5. Thus, by
Proposition 1.10, algebras are cocomplete.
Let F denote an arbitrary cocomplete object of K. Let MF −!F denote the left
extension F (1F). We will show that  a F , so that (F; ) is an M -algebra. Let
H
q−!MF and H m−!F be arbitrary 1-cells, and consider the following bicomma ob-
ject:
G
’−−−−−! H
p
?????y )
?????y
q
F −−−−−!
F
MF
Then ’ is admissible, and we have the following natural bijections. The unit F has
been abbreviated to .
  q= q]1F )m
’p]1F )m
by(1) for F and the
above bicomma object
p)’]m
  p)   ’]m (Remark (1:12))
p])’](  m)
’p])   m
q])   m
by (1) for MF and the
above bicomma object
q= q]1MF )   m (Remark1:7(1))
Here we have used that free algebras are cocomplete, as follows from the rst
paragraph.
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That homomorphisms are cocontinuous we leave as an exercise. Conversely, let
F
 −!F 0 denote an arbitrary cocontinuous 1-cell between cocomplete objects (equiva-
lently, between algebras). We must show that the canonical 2-cell 0 M =)    is
an isomorphism. There are canonical 2-isomorphisms
0 M  F = 0  F0   =  
to which we apply F giving the top row of the following diagram. This diagram can
be seen to commute by unraveling the adjoints
F (
0 M  F) −−−−−! F (0  F0   ) −−−−−! F  
??y
??y
0 M −−−−−!

   −−−−−!   F1F
The left vertical arrow is the counit of F a ]F . It is an isomorphism because both
0 and M are M -homomorphisms, whence cocontinuous, and since F F =1MF . The
right vertical arrow is an isomorphism because  is assumed to be cocontinuous. The
bottom right morphism is the isomorphism obtained by applying  to =F1F . This
shows that  is an isomorphism.
2. Bibrations and comprehensive factorization
In Section 1 we introduced a bicomma object condition for KZ-doctrines, and a
KZ-doctrine satisfying this condition we called admissible. The symmetric monad is
an example of an admissible KZ-doctrine (Proposition 4.3). In this section, we asso-
ciate with a KZ-doctrine a class of spans that we call bibrations. Bibrations include
discrete brations and opbrations. We show that the Kleisli 2-category associated
with an admissible KZ-doctrine can be described as bibrations (Theorem 2.7). We
also derive a nal, discrete bration, or comprehensive, factorization of an arbitrary 1-
cell with admissible domain (Theorem 2.13). The discrete brations for the symmetric
monad are the complete spreads, and the comprehensive factorization of a geometric
morphism is its pure dense, complete spread factorization (Proposition 4.5 and Theo-
rem 4.8).
As in Section 1, (M; ; ) denotes a KZ-doctrine in a 2-category K.
Recall [18] that a span (x; E; ’) :A!B in a 2-category is a diagram
of 0-cells and 1-cells.
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Denition 2.1. A span (x; E; ’) :A−!B will be said to be a bibration ( for M) if
there is a 1-cell A
q−!MB and a 2-cell B  ’) q  x so that
E
x−−−−−! A
’
?????y )
?????y
q
B −−−−−!
B
MB
is a bicomma object.
We shall be mainly concerned with two special cases of Denition 2.1. Suppose
that K has a terminal object, denoted T . Denote the essentially unique 1-cell of an
object X to T by x. We will consider bibrations from A to B when A is T , and
also when B is T . In these two cases, we simplify the terminology and notation.
A bibration (e; E; ’) :T !B will be denoted by E ’−!B and referred to as a discrete
bration (on B). A bibration (x; E; e) :A! T will be called a discrete opbration (on
A), denoted E x−!A. The following diagrams depict a discrete bration (left) and a
discrete opbration (right).
E
e−−−−−! T E x−−−−−! A
’
?????y )
?????y
q e
?????y )
?????y
k
B −−−−−!
B
MB T −−−−−!
T
MT
Remark 2.2. (1) A discrete (op)bration is an (op)bration in the sense of Street [17].
Indeed, in a bicomma object
A
x−−−−−! B
’
?????y )
?????y
C −−−−−!D
the 1-cell ’ is a bration, and x is an opbration.
(2) The unique 1-cell of an object to the terminal is a discrete bration i it is a
discrete opbration.
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Proposition 2.3. Discrete brations are stable under bipullback along admissible
1-cells. Discrete opbrations are stable under arbitrary bipullback.
Proof. Consider an admissible 1-cell B0
−!B, a discrete bration E ’−!B witnessed
by T
q−!MB, and the following bipullback (left). We will show that the other diagram
below is a bicomma object.
E0
−−−−−! E E0 e
0
−−−−−! T
’0
?????y =
?????y
’ ’0
?????y )
?????y
q
B0−−−−−!

B B0−−−−−!
B0
MB0
First, we know that the composite diagram
E0
−−−−−! E e−−−−−! T
’0
?????y =
?????y
’
)
?????y
q
B0−−−−−!

B −−−−−!
B
MB
(1)
is a bicomma object. For a 1-cell X
p−!B0, we have the following natural bijections
of 2-cells.
B0  p)   q  x
M  B0  p) q  x
B    p) q  x
In turn, since (1) is a bicomma object, the last 2-cells are in natural bijection with
1-cells X !E0 over B0 (and T ).
The second statement follows from the denition and the fact that if in a diagram
 −−−−−! 
?????y =
?????y
 −−−−−! 
?????y )
?????y
 −−−−−! 
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the top square is a bipullback and the bottom is a bicomma object, then the composite
rectangle is a bicomma object.
Denition 2.4. An object F of K will be said to be admissible if the unique 1-cell
F
f−! T is admissible, i.e., if Mf has a right adjoint, denoted f. A 1-cell will be said
to have admissible domain if its domain is an admissible object.
For the remainder of this section we shall assume that the KZ-doctrine M (in K)
is admissible. The standing assumption that M is locally fully faithful is used only in
the following result. (We do not make further use of Proposition 2.5.)
Proposition 2.5. An object F is admissible i the unique 1-cell MF! T has a right
adjoint.
Proof. The terminal object T is cocomplete, hence an algebra (Theorem 1.13), so that
the unique map MT ! T is left adjoint to the unit T . If F is admissible, then f T is
right adjoint to the unique 1-cell MF! T . Conversely, if MF! T has a right adjoint,
say t, then there is a bicomma object
F
f−−−−−! T
1
?????y )
?????y
t
F −−−−−!
F
MF
so that f is admissible.
Let Spanad(A; B) denote the 2-category of spans (x; E; ’) :A!B such that the
1-cell x is admissible. We say of such a span that it has admissible domain. A
1-cell (x; E; ’)! (x0; E0; ’0) in Spanad(A; B) is a triplet (i; ; j), where i : x0  = x and
j :’0 =’. A 2-cell in Spanad(A; B) is a 2-cell ) 0 such that the obvious diagrams
commute. Consider the 2-functor
 :Spanad(A; B)!K(A;MB); (x; E; ’) 7!x(E  ’);
where (see Proposition 1.5)
x(E  ’)= B M (B  ’)  x  A=M’  x  A: (2)
Here we regard the category K(A;MB) as a 2-category in which the only 2-cells are
the identities. We leave it for the reader to verify that if there is a 2-cell ) 0 in
Spanad(A; B), then the 2-cells  and 
0 are identical, so that  is indeed a 2-functor.
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Lemma 2.6. The 2-functor  has a pseudo-fully faithful right adjoint; given by the
following bicomma object construction.
E
x−−−−−! A
 
?????y )
?????y
q
B −−−−−!
B
MB
For this bicomma object; q is isomorphic to x(B   )=M  x  A.
Proof. The 1-cell x in the above bicomma object is admissible. For A
q−!MB and
(y; F; ’) :A!B with y admissible, we have the following natural equivalences:
y(B  ’)) q
B  ’) q  y
(y; F; ’)! (x; E;  ) in Spanad(A; B)
The second equivalence is by the universal property of the bicomma object. Since M
is admissible, the free algebra MB is cocomplete (Theorem 1.13). We have
x(B   )=x ]B= q]BB= q]1MB= q;
so that the right adjoint is (pseudo) fully faithful.
Recall that by denition the Kleisli 2-category KM for a KZ-doctrine M in a
2-category K has the same 0-cells as K, and that the category KM (A; B) is given by
K(A;MB).
Theorem 2.7. Let M denote an admissible KZ-doctrine in K. Then the category
KM (A; B) is naturally equivalent to the category of bibrations A!B for M
(Denition 2.1). The equivalence associates with a 1-cell A
p−!MB the bicomma ob-
ject B +p; and with a bibration (x; E; ’) the left extension x(B  ’). Bibrations
have admissible domain. The category of 1-cells and 2-cells between two bibrations
is equivalent to a discrete category.
Corollary 2.8. KM (T; B) is naturally equivalent to the category of discrete brations
over B. The equivalence associates with a 1-cell T
p−!MB the bicomma object B +p;
and with a discrete bration E
’−!B the left extension e(B ’) (=M’ e B). Dis-
crete brations have admissible domain. The category of 1-cells and 2-cells between
two discrete brations (over a given object) is equivalent to a discrete category.
Corollary 2.9. KM (A; T ) is naturally equivalent to the category of discrete opbra-
tions over A. The equivalence associates with a 1-cell A k−!MT the bicomma object
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T +k; and with a discrete opbration E x−!A the left extension x(T e)(=MexA).
Discrete opbrations are admissible 1-cells. The category of 1-cells and 2-cells be-
tween two discrete opbrations is equivalent to a discrete category.
Remark 2.10. When the admissible M is linear, the 1-cell x in Theorem 2.7 and
Corollary 2.9 is strongly admissible (Denitions 3.3, 3.5, and Proposition 3.8).
Let us refer to the reection of spans with admissible domains into bibrations, as
described in Lemma 2.6, as the associated bibration.
Corollary 2.11. Every span with admissible domain has an associated bibration.
The comprehensive factorization associated with an admissible KZ-doctrine now
follows.
Denition 2.12. A 1-cell E
p−!F between admissible objects will be called nal if
the canonical 2-cell Mp  e) f is an isomorphism.
Theorem 2.13 (Comprehensive factorization). Suppose that the admissible KZ-doctrine
M satises the condition:
(Ri) For every discrete bration ’;M’ reects isomorphisms.
Then every 1-cell with admissible domain has an essentially unique factorization as
a nal 1-cell followed by a discrete bration with admissible domain.
Proof. Let A
’−!B be an arbitrary 1-cell with admissible domain. Consider the unit,
which we denote by p, of the adjointness described in Lemma 2.6.
The 1-cell  is a discrete bration, witnessed by a(B  ’). In order to show that p
is nal, let i :Mp  a) d denote the canonical 2-cell. We must show that i is an
isomorphism. From Lemma 2.6, we know that
a(B  ’)=d(B   );
and hence that
M’  a  T =M  d  T :
Therefore, the 2-cell
M iT :M Mp  a  T )M  d  T
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is an isomorphism. By the freeness of MT and by Ri, we conclude that i is an iso-
morphism. This establishes the existence of the factorization.
Now suppose we have two nal, discrete bration factorizations of ’:
Let q and q0 denote the 1-cells T !MB corresponding to  and  0, respectively. Since
p and p0 are nal, we have (by reversing the steps of the previous paragraph)
q=a(B  ’)= q0:
Therefore, there is an equivalence of discrete brations over B as follows:
We obtain p0=  p from the uniqueness of the universal property of the bicomma
object dening  0.
Remark 2.14. Bob Pare has suggested to us that the comprehensive factorization ought
to be two-dimensional. Indeed, the construction in Theorem 2.13 shows that a 2-cell
between 1-cells with admissible domain has a unique decomposition of the following
kind:
3. Stability
In this section we dene and investigate stable KZ-doctrines. In this context, a
KZ-doctrine may be what we call linear (Deniton 3.3). Our main result is a cha-
racterization of the algebras of an admissible linear KZ-doctrine (Theorem 3.12). In
particular, these results apply to the symmetric monad.
One can dene the notion of a KZ-doctrine in an object of an arbitrary 3-category
(or of a tricategory [14]). In order to dene a stable KZ-doctrine in a 2-categoryK we
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consider the 3-category of 2-brations over K. Let K! denote the 2-category whose
0-cells are the 1-cells of K, whose 1-cells are pairs of 1-cells (and an isomorphism)
so that the obvious square commutes, and whose 2-cells (a; b; i)) (a0; b0; i0) are pairs
a) a0, b) b0 of 2-cells so that the obvious diagram commutes. We assume that K
has bipullbacks; so that there is the codomain 2-bration @1 :K!!K.
Denition 3.1. We shall refer to a KZ-doctrine in the 2-bration K! @1−!K as a
stable KZ-doctrine in K.
Alternatively, we can describe a stable KZ-doctrine in K as consisting of for every
0-cell K in K, a KZ-doctrine (MK; K ; K) in the pseudo-slice 2-category K=K . For
every 1-cell J
−!K , there are natural equivalences
MJ  ?= ? MK (1)
satisfying certain coherence conditions. Here ? denotes bipullback along . We have
also natural isomorphisms
J  ?= ?  K ; J  ?= ?  K :
The equivalences (1) must be appropriately included for these isomorphisms to make
sense.
We have further comments on notation and terminology. As we will be working with
a KZ-doctrine MK in K=K for every 0-cell K , we will prex the various notions tied
to MK with \K". For example, a 1-cell over K which is admissible for the KZ-doctrine
MK we will call K-admissible. If ’ is K-admissible, we denote the right adjoint of
MK’ by K’ . We often denote an object X
x−!K of K=K simply as X . For such an
object, MKx is an object of K=K which we will write as MKX !K , or as MKX .
Similarly, if J
−!K is a 1-cell of K, we denote ?x by ?X .
Proposition 3.2. Let J
−!K denote an arbitrary 1-cell of K. Then ? carries
K-admissible 1-cells over K to J -admissible 1-cells. In particular; ? carries
K-admissible objects in K=K to J -admissible objects.
Proof. The rst statement follows from stability and the fact that bipullback preserves
adjoint pairs. The second statement holds because by denition, an object X x−!K is
K-admissible when x is K-admissible considered as the unique 1-cell to the terminal
K 1−!K .
We next investigate the behavior of admissible 1-cells under forward change of base
in K. For this we x a 1-cell J
−!K in K. Let ! :K=J !K=K denote composition
with . There is the counit
 : !  ?! IdK=K :
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By transposing (1) we obtain a pseudo-natural transformation
 : ! MJ !MK  !:
Henceforth; we shall omit the unnecessary notation !. For an object X
x−! J in K=J ,
the 1-cell
X = X :M
JX !MKX
can be described as the top composite 1-cell in the following diagram:
The square is a bipullback, and  is the obvious canonical 1-cell. The connecting
1-cell X is a 1-cell of K=K . The ’s are natural in X and in , and they satisfy two
identities expressed by the following diagrams in K=K :
Denition 3.3. A linear KZ-doctrine in K is a stable one which has the property
that for every 1-cell J !K in K, every J -admissible 1-cell (over J ) is K-admissible.
Moreover, it is required that for a J -admissible 1-cell X
’−! Y , the canonical 2-cell
(over K)
X  J’ ) K’  Y
be an isomorphism, where K’ denotes the right adjoint of M
K’.
We show next that linearity is equivalent to cocontinuity of the connecting ’s
(Proposition 3.4(5)). In the process, we determine a formula for the right adjoint K’
(Proposition 3.4(3)) that we will use in Proposition 3.6. A K-left extension is a left
extension in K=K .
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Proposition 3.4. Suppose that there is given a 1-cell J !K in K. Then the following
are equivalent.
(1) Every J -admissible 1-cell is K-admissible; and if X
’−! Y denotes a J -admissible
1-cell; the canonical 2-cell
X  J’ ) K’  Y
is an isomorphism; where MK’a K’ over K .
(2) For every object X ! J; JX is K-admissible; and the canonical 2-cell
X  JX ) KJX  MJX
is an isomorphism over K .
(3) For every J -admissible 1-cell X
’−! Y , KX MK (X  J’  JY ) is right adjoint to
MK’ over K .
(4) For every object X ! J; KX MK (X ) is right adjoint to MK (JX ) over K .
(5) For every A! J; A preserves left extensions along J -admissible 1-cells, i.e., for
J -admissible X
’−! Y and X k−!MJA over J; A  J’k is the K-left extension along
’ of A  k in K=K; and furthermore, every K-homomorphism MKA h−!B preserves
that K-left extension.
(6) For every A! J; A preserves left extensions along every JX ; i.e., for X k−!MJA
over J , A  JJX k is the K-left extension along 
J
X of A  k in K=K , and every K-
homomorphism MKA h−!B preserves that K-left extension.
Proof. (1)) (5)) (6): We have (see Proposition 1.5)
A  J’k = A  JA MJk  J’  JY
and
K’ (A  k) = KA MK (A  k)  K’  KY :
These two 1-cells can be seen to be isomorphic by appropriately inserting the con-
necting ’s. For a homomorphism MKA h−!B we see in a similar way, by using
 MKh= h  KA , that
h  K’ (A  k)=K’ (h  A  k):
Note that (6) is a special case of (5).
(6)) (3): Let MKX h−!B denote a K-homomorphism, with  a KB . Let MJY v−!B
be an arbitrary 1-cell. The hypothesis says that there is a natural bijection
h  A  JJX k) v
:h  A  k) v  JX
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over K . This can be equivalently expressed by saying that if MJX
g−!MJA is a
J -homomorphism, then there is the natural bijection
h  A  g) v
h  A  g  JX ) v  JX
:
Let MKY z−!B denote an arbitrary 1-cell. We have the following natural bijections of
2-cells over K :
h) z MK’
h  KX ) z MK’  KX
h  X  JX ) z  Y MJ’  JX
h  X ) z  Y MJ’
by above bijection for g = 1MJX
h  X  J’) z  Y
h  X  J’  JY ) z  Y  JY
by above for g = J’
KB  h  X  J’  JY ) KB  z  Y  JY
MK (h  X  J’  JY )  KY ) KB  z  KY
MK (h  X  J’  JY )) KB  z
 MK (h  X  J’  JY )) z
h  KX MK (X  J’  JY )) z
The forgetful functor from the 2-category of algebras for a KZ-doctrine to the un-
derlying 2-category is locally fully faithful. Therefore, MK’a KX  MK (X  J’  JY )
as K-homomorphisms since both these 1-cells are K-homomorphisms. But then the
adjointness must hold as 1-cells over K .
(3)) (1): We have
X  J’ = X  J’  JY MJ (JY )= X  JX MJ (J’  JY )
= KX MK (X )  MJX M
J (J’  JY )= KX MK (X  J’  JY )  Y :
(3)) (4)) (2): The rst of these two implications is trivial, as (4) is a special case
of (3). The second is similar to the implication (3)) (1).
(2)) (6): This is similar to the implication (1)) (5).
We have referred to an object of K=K as \K-admissible" when its structure 1-cell is
K-admissible. In what follows, as we will be considering such objects as morphisms,
we introduce the following terminology.
Denition 3.5. We will say that a 1-cell inK is strongly admissible if it is admissible
for its codomain.
For a linear KZ-doctrine, a strongly admissible 1-cell over an object K is K-
admissible.
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Proposition 3.6. Suppose that M is a linear KZ-doctrine in K. Assume that we are
given a bipullback
A
 −−−−−! B
q
?????y
?????y
p
X −−−−−!
’
Y
in K=K in which ’ is strongly admissible. Then  is strongly admissible, and the
canonical 2-cell
MKq  K ) K’ MKp (2)
is an isomorphism. (By linearity, there are right adjoints K and 
K
’ .)
Proof. By Proposition 3.2,  is strongly admissible. In order to verify (2), consider
the counit pX :p
?X !X . In the diagram above, pX is depicted as A
q−!X . The ’s
interact with the ’s as follows:
We have y  p= b so that
MKq  bA  B  BB =MKq  yA  pA  B  BB= yX MYq  pA  B  BB
= yX  pMYX  B  BB= yX  Y’  pMY Y  BB= yX  Y’  YY  p:
Then by the formula for K (Proposition 3.4(3)), we have
MKq  K =MKq  KA MK (bA  B  BB)
= KX MK (MKq) MK (bA  B  BB)= KX MK (MKq  bA  B  BB);
which, by the rst calculation, is isomorphic to
KX MK (yX  Y’  YY  p)= KX MK (yX  Y’  YY ) MKp = K’ MKp:
The equality is again by Proposition 3.4(3).
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Denition 3.7. We say that a stable KZ-doctrine M in K is admissible if for each
object K of K, MK is an admissible KZ-doctrine in K=K .
We remind the reader that we always assume that the KZ-doctrine is locally fully
faithful (Remark 1.12). (So far in this section, we have not used that condition.)
A locally fully faithful stable KZ-doctrine is a stable KZ-doctrine M for which every
MK is locally fully faithful.
Proposition 3.8. Let M denote a linear KZ-doctrine in K. Then the following are
equivalent:
(1) M is admissible.
(2) For every K; every X !K; and every 1-cell K p−!MKX in K=K; there exists
in K=K the bicomma object
E
e−−−−−! K

?????y
?????y
p
X
)−−−−−!
KX
MKX;
the object E e−!K is K-admissible (i.e., the 1-cell e is strongly admissible), and the
canonical 2-cell
MK  Ke ) KX MKp
is an isomorphism.
(3) For every K;K=K has bicomma objects ’ + p for ’ K-admissible, for such a
bicomma object
A
 −−−−−! B
q
?????y
)
?????y
p
X −−−−−!
’
Y
 is strongly admissible, and the canonical 2-cell
MKq  K ) K’ MKp
is an isomorphism. (By linearity, there is the right adjoint K .)
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Proof. Statement (2) is a special case of (1), and clearly (3) implies (1).
(2)) (3): We have the following bipullback:
MB(bX )−−−−−! B
b
MKX
?????y
?????y
b
MKX −−−−−! K
Let
n :B!MB(b?X )
denote the (essentially) unique 1-cell over B such that
bMKX  n= K’ MKp  KB :
For a span
C
v−−−−−! B
u
?????y
X
there are the following natural bijections of 2-cells over K . The rst bijection holds
since we are assuming that MK is locally fully faithful:
’  u)p  v
:KY  ’  u) KY  p  v
MK’  KX  u)MKp  KB  v
KX  u) K’ MKp  KB  v
KX  u) bMKX  n  v
bMKX  Bb?X  hu; vi) bMKX  n  v
Here, hu; vi denotes the pairing C! b?X . For C v−!B xed, composition with bMKX
yields an equivalence of K=B(C; b?MKX ) with K=K(C;MKX ). Thus, the last line
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above is in natural bijection with 2-cells
Bb?X  hu; vi) n  v
over B. By hypothesis, there is in K=B the following bicomma object:
A
 −−−−−! B
s
?????y
?????y
n
b?X
)−−−−−!
B
b?X
MB(bX )
For this bicomma object,  is B-admissible (i.e.,  is strongly admissible), and
MBs  B ) Bb?X MBn (3)
is an isomorphism. Let q denote the 1-cell bX  s. By the bijection established above,
it follows that there is a 2-cell ’  q)p   so that
A
 −−−−−!B
q
?????y
?????y
p
X
)−−−−−!
’
Y
is a bicomma object inK=K . Using the formula for K (Proposition 3.4(3)), it follows
that
MKq  K ) K’ MKp
is an isomorphism since (3) is one.
Denition 3.9. In a diagram
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in a 2-category with bipullbacks, the 1-cell h will be said to be the stable left extension
of k along x, if for every D
y−!C, h  y is the left extension of k  q along p, where
E
p−−−−−!D
q
?????y
?????y
y
B −−−−−!
x
C
is a bipullback.
A stable left extension is a left extension (take y to be 1C).
Denition 3.10. An object (1-cell) in K=K will be said to be K-linear if it admits
(commutes with) stable K-left extensions along strongly admissible 1-cells over K .
The following characterizations are immediate consequences of the denitions.
Proposition 3.11. An object in K=K is K-linear i it admits K-left extensions along
strongly admissible 1-cells over K; such that for a bipullback
A
 −−−−−! B
q
?????y
?????y
p
X −−−−−!
’
Y
in K=K in which ’ is strongly admissible, and therefore so is  (Proposition 3.2),
the canonical natural transformation
  q])p]  ’
is an isomorphism. (Here,  denotes K-left extension.) A 1-cell between K-linear
objects is K-linear i it commutes with K-left extension along strongly admissible
1-cells over K .
We have the following characterization of the algebras for an admissible linear
KZ-doctrine. We refer to algebras for MK as K-algebras.
Theorem 3.12. Let M be a linear KZ-doctrine in K. Then for every object K;
K-algebras and homomorphisms are K-linear. If M is admissible (Denition 3.7 and
Proposition 3.8) then for every K; K-linear objects (1-cells) are K-algebras (homo-
morphisms).
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Proof. That a K-algebra is K-linear follows from Propositions 3.6 and 3.11, and the
formula for left extension (Proposition 1.5).
Now let C!K denote an arbitrary K-linear object. We will show that it is K-
cocomplete so that by Theorem 1.13 it is a K-algebra. Let X
’−! Y be K-admissible,
and consider the following bicomma object in K=K :
D
−−−−−! Y
n
?????y
?????y
1
X
)−−−−−!
’
Y
By Proposition 3.8,  is strongly admissible so that there is the (stable) left extension
. Dene ’ to be   n]. Then ’ a’] follows from the fact that n has a left
adjoint l such that ’=   l (see the proof of Proposition 1.9). An arbitrary bicomma
object
A
 −−−−−! B
q
?????y
?????y
p
X
)−−−−−!
’
Y
can be regarded as the composite of a bipullback square and the rst bicomma object:
A
 −−−−−! B
s
?????y
?????y
p
D
−−−−−!Y
n
?????y
?????y
1
X
)−−−−−!
’
Y
The 1-cells  and  are strongly admissible. Then  q])p] ’ is an isomorphism
since   s])p]   is one, so that C!K is K-cocomplete.
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The statements regarding homomorphisms and linear 1-cells can be established in a
manner similar to the above.
We end this section with a result concerning a stable KZ-doctrine and its discrete
brations. If K is an object of K, then a K-discrete bration is a discrete bration
for the KZ-doctrine MK in K=K .
Theorem 3.13 (An admissible stableKZ-doctrine classies its discrete brations). Let M
denote an admissible stable KZ-doctrine in K. Let K denote an arbitrary object of
K. Then for objects X x−!K and Y y−!K; the category K=K(Y;MKX ) is naturally
equivalent to the category of Y -discrete brations with codomain y?X (in K=Y ).
Such a Y -discrete bration has Y -admissible domain.
Proof. K=K(Y;MKX ) is naturally equivalent to K=Y (Y;MY (y?X ) ), which by
Corollary 2.8 is equivalent to Y -discrete brations with codomain y?X .
4. The symmetric monad and other examples
Our main example is the symmetric monad in toposes, which arose [3] as the clas-
sier of Lawvere distributions. Other KZ-doctrinces that we consider are the lower
power locale, the lower bagdomain, and the lifting monad in a posetal 2-category.
We denote by Top the 2-category of toposes and bounded geometric morphisms.
The symmetric monad in Top we denote by (M; ; ), as in [5, 6]. For a topos S, we
denote by TopS the pseudo slice 2-category of toposes bounded over S. Recall that
a geometric morphism over S is said to be S-essential if its inverse image functor
has an S-indexed left adjoint.
Proposition 4.1. An arbitrary geometric morphism over S is S-admissible for the
symmetric monad i it is S-essential. A topos over S is an admissible topos i it
is locally connected [2].
Proof. Let E
’−!F denote a geometric morphism over S. Assume that ’ is S-
essential, with left adjoint ’!. In terms of distributions, MS’ = M’ corresponds to
composition with ’; so that the right adjoint ’ corresponds to composition with ’!.
Now assume that ’ is admissible, with ’ a (M’). Then ’E! is left adjoint to
E(M’)
 over S. Therefore, ’F has a left adjoint, and it follows that since F is
an inclusion, ’ has a left adjoint (over S).
Proposition 4.2. The symmetric monad is a linear KZ-doctrine in Top
(Denition 3.3). A geometric morphism is strongly admissible i it is locally connected.
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Proof. The stability of the symmetric monad amounts to an interpretation of a re-
sult due to Pitts [15]. Let T
−!T0 denote a geometric morphism, E a topos over
T0, and G a topos over T. We have the following natural equivalences of
categories:
geometric morphisms G!MT(ET0T) over T
distributions ET0T!G over T
distributions E!G over T0(see [15])
geometric morphisms G!MT0(E) over T0
geometric morphisms G!MT0(E)T0T over T
This shows that MT(ET0T)’MT0(E)T0T over T.
The linearity of the symmetric monad amounts to the fact that given T
−!T0,
a geometric morphism over T which is T-essential is T0-essential when regarded
over T0. Lastly, a geometric morphism which is essential for its codomain is a locally
connected one.
That the symmetric monad is admissible is, in a new guise, a fact discovered by
A.M. Pitts [16]. The idea for the proof included here is from [5], but now simplied
by Proposition 3.8.
Proposition 4.3. The symmetric monad is admissible in Top (Denition 3.7). That
is, for every topos S; TopS has bicomma objects of diagrams in which the ‘lower’
geometric morphism is S-essential:
D
 −−−−−!F
q
?????y )
?????y
p
G−−−−−!
’
E
For such a bicomma object, the geometric morphism  is locally connected (i.e.,  
is F-essential), and the canonical morphism
Mq   ) ’ Mp
is an isomorphism. (Here, M and  mean MS and S .)
Proof. It is known [3] that the units E are inclusions, so that the symmetric monad
is locally fully faithful.
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In view of Propositions 3.8 and 4.2, it suces to establish the existence of bicomma
objects
D
d−−−−−! S
q
?????y )
?????y
p
G−−−−−!
G
MG
in TopS, that in such a bicomma object the topos D is locally connected (i.e., that d
is S-essential), and that Mq  d) G Mp is an isomorphism. A diagram
X
x−−−−−! S
v
?????y )
?????y
p
G−−−−−!
G
MG
amounts to a natural transformation v  ! x  p, which corresponds under the
adjointness ! a  to a natural transformation t : v! x, where =p  ! denotes the
distribution G!S of the point p. Then D q−!G is the complete spread (with locally
connected domain) corresponding to . In order to exhibit the universal morphism
X!D, we recall the construction of q from  [5]. Let C!G denote an S-site for G.
Consider the discrete opbration D U−!C corresponding to the cosheaf C!G −!S.
A typical object of D is a pair (c; a); a2 (c). Then D is given as the following
bipullback in TopS:
In this diagram, u denotes the geometric morphism induced by U . Then D is locally
connected, and d!  q=  from which follows Mq  d= G Mp. It remains to exhibit
the unique factoring geometric morphism X!D. For that, it suces to give a at
functor F :D!X, with induced geometric morphism X f−!SDop , so that i  v= u f.
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We dene F(c; a) as the following pullback:
For c2C, we have
vc=
a
a2c
F(c; a) ;
from which vi=fu follows. We shall now provide some of the details concerning
the atness of F , or equivalently, the left exactness of f. Clearly, f1=1. Suppose
there is given y2F(c; a), y0 2F(c0; a0). From
a
(c0 c)
F(c0 c; b)= v(c0 c)= vc0 vc=
a
c0
F(c0; a0)
a
c
F(c; a)
=
a
c0 c
F(c0; a0)F(c; a)
we see that, since F(c; a)F(c0; a0) 6= 0, there is b2 (c0 c) and z 2F(c0 c; b) for
which b 7! a; a0 under , and z 7! y; y0 under F . (Here we have assumed that C has
products, which we may do without loss of generality.) Thus, the rst condition for
atness is fullled. The second can be established by a similar argument.
The characterizations of the algebras for the symmetric monad now obtainable from
Theorem 1.13 and Theorem 3.12 result in the Waelbroeck theorems for toposes [6].
We include here a statement of these results.
Theorem 4.4 (Waelbroeck Theorem). A topos (over a base topos) is an algebra for
the symmetric monad i it admits stable left extensions along locally connected geo-
metric morphisms; i.e.; i it is a \linear" topos. If E is a topos; then ME is the free
linear topos on E.
We next turn our attention to bibrations for the symmetric monad, and to the
comprehensive factorization.
Proposition 4.5. A geometric morphism is a discrete bration for the symmetric
monad i it is a complete spread with locally connected domain [5]. The symmetric
monad classies complete spreads with locally connected domain (Theorem 3.13).
A geometric morphism is a discrete opbration i it is a local homeomorphism.
If X is a locally constant object of a locally connected topos F; then F=X!F
is a discrete bration (and also a discrete opbration) for the symmetric monad.
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Proof. For the rst statement, see the proof of Proposition 4.3. The statement concern-
ing discrete opbrations we leave as an exercise (note: MSS is the object classier).
The last statement follows from the rst and [6, 7.3].
Proposition 4.6. A geometric morphism between locally connected toposes is nal for
the symmetric monad i it is pure and dense [5].
Proof. We refer the reader to [6, 1.1].
Lemma 4.7. The symmetric monad in TopS satises (Ri) (Theorem 2.13).
Proof. We will show that (Ri) holds for spreads (with locally connected domain), not
just complete spreads. Consider a spread F
’−! E for which F is locally connected,
and a 2-cell t :p) q between points of MSF=MF. We are assuming that the 2-cell
M’  t is an isomorphism. In terms of the natural transformation t : p! q between
corresponding distributions on F, that amounts to assuming that t’ is an isomorphism.
Suppose fXig is a generating family for E. Then every morphism t’Xi is an isomor-
phism. Since distributions preserve coproducts, it follows that for every component c
of every ’Xi, tc is an isomorphism. The spread property is that these c generate F,
so that t must be an isomorphism.
We retrieve by new methods the following result of [5].
Theorem 4.8 (Comprehensive factorization for geometric morphisms). An arbitrary
geometric morphism with locally connected domain has a unique factorization as a
pure dense geometric morphism followed by a complete spread with locally connected
domain.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.13, Lemma 4.7 and Proposition 4.3 (see also
Propositions 4.5 and 4.6).
It is known [6] that complete spreads are stable under bipullback along a local
homeomorphism. By Propositions 2.3 and 4.5, we have the following improvement of
that result, and a new theorem as a consequence.
Proposition 4.9. Complete spreads with locally connected domain are stable under
bipullback along essential geometric morphisms.
Theorem 4.10. The pure dense; complete spread factorization of a geometric with lo-
cally connected domain is stable under bipullback along a locally connected geometric
morphism.
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Proof. This follows from Proposition 4.9, the fact that pure dense geometric morphisms
remain so under bipullback along locally connected geometric morphisms ([6, 1.3]),
and since locally connected geometric morphisms are bipullback stable.
Similar in many ways to the symmetric monad is the lower power locale PL in the
(posetal) 2-category of locales of a topos. Vickers [20] has provided an analysis of
this example, where some of the facts we mention here are established. The details of
other results we need can be found in [11, 4].
If X denotes a locale, PLX classies suplattice maps O(X )!
=O(1) from the
frame of X into the subobject classier. A locale morphism f over a base locale B is
admissible i the corresponding frame morphism f has a left adjoint which is an O(B)-
module map. When B is the terminal locale, this amounts to f having a left adjoint.
The lower power locale construction is an admissible linear KZ-doctrine. A locale
morphism is strongly admissible i it is open. A locale morphism is a discrete bration
for PL i it is a weakly closed sublocale with open domain. The nal locale morphisms
are those that are, in Johnstone’s [9] terminology, strongly dense (a nal morphism
need not be an inclusion). The discrete opbrations are the open sublocales. The condi-
tion Ri is satised, and the comprehensive factorization theorem says that every locale
morphism with open domain factors uniquely as a strongly dense morphism followed
by a weakly closed inclusion with open domain. Readers may wish to work out for
themselves the resulting algebra characterizations.
The lower bagdomain [10] in toposes is a sub-2-monad of the symmetric monad.
It classies partial points. A geometric morphism is admissible for the bagdomain i it
is an essential one for which the left adjoint preserves pullbacks. The bagdomain is an
admissible linear KZ-doctrine. A strongly admissible geometric morphism is a locally
connected geometric morphism that has totally connected components [5]. Its discrete
brations are the complete spreads whose domains have totally connected components.
Its discrete opbrations are all local homeomorphisms. We omit further details.
Diametrically opposed to the bagdomain, as a submonad of the symmetric monad,
is the probability distribution classier [5]. A probability distribution is a distribution
that preserves the terminal. This too is an admissible linear KZ-doctrine in toposes.
A geometric morphism is admissible i it is an essential one for which the left ad-
joint preserves the terminal. The connected locally connected geometric morphisms are
the strongly admissible ones. The discrete opbrations for this KZ-doctrine are the
equivalences.
An example of an apparently dierent nature arises in domain theory. Consider the
lifting monad L associated with a domain structure (C;D) in the sense of [8], where
C is a posetal 2-category. The functor L is the right adjoint, assumed to exist, of the
inclusion of the category C (of \total maps") into the category p(C;D) of \partial
maps" associated with the domain structure. The main examples are (Poset;), where
 is the subcategory of all isomorphisms onto upper closed subsets, and (Cpo; ),
where  is the subcategory of all isomorphisms onto Scott open subsets. In these
examples, L is the lifting functor in the usual sense of \adding a bottom".
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Algebras for L are \pointed objects" and their homomorphisms are \strict maps,"
in the terminology of Fiore [8]. An axiom of [8] is that in C every morphism with
pointed domain factors as a strict map followed by an upper-closed monomorphism
with pointed domain. In a special case that includes the main examples, that axiom
can be derived. We sketch this below. Let Id denote the identity KZ-doctrine (in a
2-category with bicomma objects).
Lemma 4.11. A 1-cell is admissible for Id i it has a right adjoint. Id is an admissible
linear KZ-doctrine. A 1-cell is strongly admissible i it has a fully faithful right
adjoint.
Proof. The rst statement is a triviality, and the admissibility of Id is a fact that we
have already used in this paper (Proposition 1.9, or see [17]). Linearity and the state-
ment about strongly admissible 1-cells are clear (assuming that bipullbacks exist).
Proposition 4.12 (Fiore’s Axiom). Let (C;D) and L be as above. Then every mor-
phism in C with source a pointed object factors uniquely as a strict map followed by
a principal upper-closed monomorphism (with source a pointed object).
Proof. An object of C is admissible for Id in C co i its unique map to the terminal has
a left adjoint i it has a bottom, i.e., is pointed i it is an algebra for the associated
lifting monad. The discrete brations for Id in C co are the principal upper-closed
monomorphisms ([8, 5.2]). Furthermore, the condition Ri holds. A map between pointed
objects is nal for Id i it preserves bottom, i.e., i it is strict. We can now apply
Theorem 2.13.
Remark 4.13. Marcelo Fiore has suggested a formalization of the above informal
\adding a bottom" condition. In that framework, Proposition 4.12 can be discussed
more precisely.
5. Twist categories
Recall that the Kleisli 2-category for an admissible KZ-doctrine is equivalent to
the 2-category of bibrations associated with the KZ-doctrine (Denition 2.1 and The-
orem 2.7). In this section, we dene a category, which we shall refer to as a twist
category, whose objects are \twisted" maps between bibrations. In the case of the
symmetric monad, we show that the twist category of a locally connected topos is
equivalent to the category obtained by glueing along the density functor [6], and that
it contains as full subcategories the topos and the category of distributions on the topos.
We then examine the case of a presheaf topos.
Let M denote a KZ-doctrine in a 2-category K.
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Denition 5.1. For objects A; B2K, let Tw(A; B) denote the following category:
Objects: Triples (E; t; D) where (x; D; ’) :A!B and (y; E;  ) :B!A are bibrations
(for M) and E t! D is a 1-cell such that the following diagram commutes. Notice that
a \twist" is needed so that the codomains of the 1-cells of the bibrations coincide:
If M is admissible, an object of Tw(A; B) can be equivalently described as a triple
(E; t; q), where B
(y;E;  )−! A is a bibration, A q!MB is a 1-cell, and t is a 2-cell
B y) q   .
Morphisms: A morphism (E; t; D)! (E0; t0; D0) is a pair (; ) such that E ! E0 is
a 1-cell of bibrations B!A, D ! D0 is a 1-cell of bibrations A!B, and such that
there is a commutative diagram as follows:
E
−−−−−! E0
t
?????y
?????y
t0
D
=−−−−−!

D0
In the event that K has a terminal object T , we denote the twist category Tw(T; B)
by Tw(B). We call Tw(B) the twist category of B.
Let us consider the case of the symmetric monad in TopS. The category of dis-
tributions on a topos E is denoted by DE. The density of a distribution [6] is an
(E-indexed) functor
d :DE!E;  7! d
that is right adjoint to the (E-indexed) functor
E!DE; X 7!X :e!;
where X :e!(E)= e!(XE). We are here assuming that E is locally connected, with
connected components functor e!. The density of a distribution can be described as
the object of E-points of its corresponding complete spread. (A spread is a localic
geometric morphism [5].)
Theorem 5.2. Let E e−! S denote a locally connected topos. Then Tw(E) is equiv-
alent to the category obtained by Artin glueing along d; i.e.; to the comma cat-
egory E # d. The glueing category E # d contains as full subcategories DE and E.
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Equivalently; Tw(E) contains as full subcategories the categories of bibrations
S!E (complete spreads) and E!S (local homeomorphisms).
Proof. By denition, an object of Tw(E) consists of Y 2E, a complete spread D ’! E,
and a geometric morphism
over E. Equivalently, an object is a triple (Y; t; q), where t is a 2-cell E y) q  (e y),
and q is a point of the symmetric topos ME. In turn, t can be expressed as a natural
transformation t : y!y e  between corresponding E=Y -valued distributions on E,
where  corresponds to q. By transposing, we see that we have a natural transformation
Y :e!! , hence a morphism Y ! d in E, which is an object of the comma category
E#d. These steps are reversible, giving the desired equivalence.
From the results of Carboni and Johnstone [7], we know that E#d contains as full
subcategories both DE and E. An object X in the topos E is regarded in E#d as the
unique morphism X ! d(e!)=1 (e! is the terminal distribution). In terms of bibrations
E!S, this passage associates with a local homeomorphism E=X !E the diagram
The identity functor 1E is the terminal complete spread (with locally connected domain).
A distribution  is regarded as an object of E # d by virtue of the identity natural
transformation d! d. In terms of Tw(E), this corresponds to associating with a
bibration S!E, i.e., with a complete spread D ’! E, the natural inclusion of the
object of E-points of D into D:
We now provide an analysis of the twist category (for the symmetric monad) of
a presheaf topos. Let Cat denote the 2-category of small categories. Let C denote a
small category.
Lemma 5.3 (Interior of a functor). The inclusion of discrete brations on C into
Cat=C has a right adjoint (which we denote by int).
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Proof. The \interior" is given, as in topology, by the presheaf of sections of F . For
an object c2C, let
Fc
Pc−−−−−! F
Fc
?????y
?????y
F
C=c −−−−−! C
be a pullback. By denition,
int F(c)= ffunctors S :C=c!Fc jFc  S =1cg:
The unit
is dened by I(c; S)=PcS(1c).
Proposition 5.4. The twist category Tw(SC
op
) is equivalent to the category whose
objects are diagrams of functors and small categories as depicted below (left), where
E is a discrete bration and D is a discrete opbration. Morphisms in this category
are diagrams over C as depicted below (right):
Proof. An object of Tw(SC
op
) is a diagram
in TopS, where ’ is a complete spread and E is presheaf on C. We know [6] that there
is a unique discrete opbration D D−! C such that the induced geometric morphism
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SD
op !SC op is equivalent to ’. The geometric morphism t must factor through the
localic interior of ’, which is obtained by regarding ’ as a locale in the topos SC
op
,
and which must agree with the interior of D as described in Lemma 5.3. Thus, t is
induced by a functor E!D (over C).
By the work of Carboni and Johnstone [7], and by Theorem 5.2, Tw(SC
op
) is
equivalent to a presheaf topos SK
op
. We give here an explicit description of the expo-
nent category K as a full subcategory of Tw(SC
op
) when the latter is described as in
Proposition 5.4. Consider the profunctor  :C!Cop whose corresponding cocontinuous
functor SC
op !SC is left adjoint to the density functor. (I.e., let  be the profunctor
such that, in the notation of [7], hom= d.) We have (c; d)= lim−! (YdYc), where
Y :C!SC op is the Yoneda embedding. Let K denote the small full subcategory of
Tw(SC
op
) determined by the following two kinds of objects.
1. For each object c of C, the canonical diagram
where c :X!C denotes the discrete opbration corresponding to the functor (c;−).
(E.g., if C has nite products, or if C has an initial object, then c is the terminal
discrete opbration.) This diagram exhibits the initial, discrete opbration factorization
of C=c!C.
2. For each object c of C, the canonical diagram
where 0 is the initial discrete bration.
Proposition 5.5. The twist category Tw(SC
op
) is equivalent to SK
op
; by an equiv-
alence which identies the full inclusion of K into Tw(SC
op
) with the Yoneda em-
bedding K!SKop . The category K is equivalent to the collage of C [7] for the
profunctor .
Proof. Let Coll(C) denote the collage of C, for the given . The canonical composite
functor
Coll(C)!SColl(C)op ’SC op # d ’ Tw(SC op )
identies Coll(C) with K.
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